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Dear Parent,
This edition of dipscoop brings you the best wishes for a new academic session 2017-2018.
Let new beginnings signify new chapter filled with pages of success and happiness, written by the ink of
hard work and intelligence of young Dipsites. May the new academic year bring in wonderful
opportunities and moments to treasure.

Orientation Programme – Class Prep.
On 4th March, DPS Hyderabad Pre-Primary wing conducted an Orientation for the parents of PrePrimary (2017-18) in which they were briefed about curriculum, extra–curricular activities,
field trip, carnival, competitions etc.
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Orientation Programme - Class I
Orientation Programme for Class I was held on 11th March 2017 at DPS Hyderabad. The session was
conducted by Ms. Sruthi Yadlapati, Academic Co-ordinator for Grade 1 & 2. The vision of the school
“Service before Self” was reiterated. School culture, turnout and discipline of the students were the
topics touched upon along with the academics.
Parents were informed of the cultural and sport events, hobbies and extra-curricular activities. A
hundred percent participation was emphasised. The programme received an over whelming response
from the parents.

Orientation Programme - Class IX & X
One often feels empowered when equipped with information. It is with this view to empower parents
that an ‘Orientation Programme’ was held at DPS Hyderabad for the parents of students studying in
Classes IX and X on 18th and 25th of March, 2017 respectively.
The parents were informed of the new shift in the examination pattern from CCE (Comprehensive
Continuous Evaluation) to the new mode that would include 100% syllabus with mandatory year end
Board Examination in Class X. The parameters of internal assessment, i.e., periodic tests, subject
enrichment activities and notebook maintenance were also shared with the parents.
Addressing the parents at the session, Ms. Geetha Vishwanathan, Principal, DPS Hyderabad, stressed on
the need to detoxify the young generation from the perilous outcomes of overuse of technology through
social media and mobile networks. She urged parents to become active partners and participants in the
progress of their wards, by monitoring and guiding them on a regular basis.
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Orientation Programme – Class XI
The Orientation Programme for the parents of class XI students for the session 2017-18 was held on 10th
April. The major objective of the programme was to familiarise the parents, “as partners in progress” with
the curriculum, subjects associated with the streams of science, commerce and humanities, examination
system, rules and regulations of the school, teaching methodologies and co-workers scholastic activities
and ensuring parental participation in monitoring the performance of the students.

Inter House Competitions
23rd March 2017 Math Lab and English Lab in Prep block
(Prepping them to be tech savvy).
Language is the channel of communication. English lab
facilitates the practice of the four main language skills of
listening, speaking, reading and writing in an entertaining and
interactive way.
To strengthen the basics of Prep children in mathematics, a five
week math lab session was conducted. Concepts of ascending order through ladder activity, comparison
of numbers through the story of hungry crocodile were practiced.
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27th March 2017

Newspaper Designing

Classes IX and X were given a chance to design a newspaper. They rose to the occasion and displayed
their skills in designing the content with creativity and presented the matter perfectly.

30th March 2017

Talent Hunt Contest

A talent hunt was conducted for students of class V wherein they were tested in recitation for II
language and English. They were also tested for Art/Craft, Quiz and Mental Math. Students showcased
their talents and skills in an exemplar manner.

31st March 2017

“What’s the Good Word?”

What’s the good word contest was held for class VII on 31st of March. The various rounds were Untangle
me, Guess before you speak, Pick your word, Connect the pics and was concluded by link it up with prefix
or suffix. The team of Emerald house emerged as winners.
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31st March 2017

Numerical and Verbal Reasoning Competition

The Inter House Numerical and Verbal Reasoning Contest for students of Class VIII was organised from
31st March 2017. All the students took part in this competition.

10th April to 13th April 2017 Spectrum Week
Summer is upon us and the Pre-Primary students of DPS had
a colourful week long celebration to beat the scorching heat.
“Spectrum Week” was celebrated from 10.4.17 to 13.4.17.
Each day was colour coordinated with different activities
based around the theme ‘Beat the Heat’.
The first day was based on red colour. Students brought red
coloured fruits to class and made fruit salad in the classroom
with the help of teachers. They enjoyed the taste of the fresh
fruits.
The theme of second day was green colour. The students were taken on a nature walk and were
encouraged to collect different things related to nature. They got an opportunity to use magnifying glass
and a show and tell session was held about the collected items. They also got to eat guava and cucumber.
The third day was the blue day. Students experienced the underwater life by watching their favourite
movie ‘Finding Nemo’. They all had a great time watching it together.
The final day of the week was yellow day. Students were asked to bring lemon rice and lemonade.
They made a take away craft related to summer season.
The week was well planned with fun filled activities that were thoroughly enjoyed by the kids.
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12th April 2017

Minute to Win
The Inter house competition was a team
activity conducted in the football
ground. The competition was graced by
Principal Ma'am, class and subject
teachers of class 11th and 12th and the
team of sports teachers.

The competition comprised of three
activities, blast the balloon, hurdle race
and the tug of war for which one minute
time was given to each team. Students
participated, in groups of ten, with much enthusiasm in all the games. All the participants were constantly
cheered by the students of grade 11 & 12.

Parent Teacher Meeting
Classes I & II
Parent Teacher Interaction of Class I & II was held on 8th April, 2017. The turnout of the parents was
satisfactory and they had queries about the class size, hobbies and schedule and syllabus of monthly and
weekly assessments.
Parents’ queries were answered to the full potential and the interaction was constructive and
productive.

Classes III & IV
Parent teacher Interaction between the parents of the students of classes III and IV and the respective
class teachers of the wing was held on 8th April 2017 Saturday, in the school. The turnout of the parents
was spectacularly large and the fervour with which they congregated for the meeting was appreciable.
The interaction between the parents and the teachers/ coordinator was vigorous and positive.
Many parents appreciated the way in which the notebooks were going back in an organised manner and
fixed schedule. The interaction was constructive and productive on the whole.
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Award Ceremony
The dreams of students came into reality when they received the Merit Certificates for all their
consistent efforts through the year.
Students from grade 1 to 12 with A1 grade in all subjects and A1/A2 in languages from each section were
awarded with merit certificates. Apart from this, students were awarded for being best disciplined, being
an all-rounder, best in general awareness and for full attendance.
The Principal Ms. Geetha Vishwanathan graced the occasion and inspired the students.
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Achievements Galore of Class XII (2016-2017) Students

• Kuchi Sravya secured All India 16th rank in KVPY ( Kishore Vaigyanik Protsahan
Yojana ) exam.
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• Naman Gour, The School Head Boy (2016-17) got admission in Computer
Science in Carnegie Melon University, Pennsylvania.

• Rajyashree, The School Head Girl (2016-17) got admission in Brown University
in Computer Science with Economics.

Sports Round up
Indian School Basketball League 2017
DPS school girls’ basketball team won the 2nd position and a cash prize of Rs.15000/-.
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2nd TELANGANA YOUTH Inter District Basketball Tournament 2017 was held at KOTLA VIJAY

BHASKER REDDY Stadium, Hyderabad from 1st April to 2nd April.
The Prize winners are:
1. KASHISH RAMCHANDANI

XII (Winner)

2. PHANI

X (Runner)

3. A. ROHAN

IX (Runner )

With all good wishes for a wonderful vacation…
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